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ALWAYS ON FOR
TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS
MOVE GOODS AND PASSENGERS around the world without missing a beat

If you’re managing traffic at airport gates, supporting reservation systems,
tracking package deliveries, or handling any number of systems that move
people or products around the world, application availability is critical to your
operations. Even short periods of downtime can disrupt commerce and take a
substantial toll on revenue, safety and customer satisfaction.
That’s why transportation and logistics companies from New York to Brussels to
Beijing rely on Stratus Technologies to run critical applications and services that
transport goods and passengers by air, sea, rail and land. We offer a range of flexible
always-on solutions that are easy to deploy and manage, and backed by a support
structure with a 30-year track record of success.
Our solutions can be rapidly deployed in your chosen environment — physical,
virtualized or cloud — without any changes to your applications.

“The everRun solution for P2000, offers us the extremely high
level of availability we need for our critical access control system
at the airport.”

Key Benefits
•P
 rotect booking and traffic
management applications with an
always-on operating environment
•D
 etect potential problems and
proactively take action before
downtime becomes an issue
•S
 cale easily to accommodate
changing business requirements
•S
 implify IT infrastructure and
reduce operational overhead
•M
 eet compliance requirements
for data integrity and reliability
in regulated industries
• Leverage 24/7/365 global support

Rob Benstein
Public Safety and Operations Director
Gerald R. Ford International Airport

www.stratus.com

Transportation & Logistics

Solution Profile

Software
Solutions

Platform
Solutions

Reliable and flexible availability
software with built-in virtualization

All-inclusive end-to-end solution
provides worry free operations
with integrated hardware, software
and service

Supports Windows® and Linux®
environments deployed on
industry-standard servers
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Services

Intel® Xeon-based servers running
Windows®, Linux®, VMware® and
OpenVOS environments

Supports split-site deployment
for disaster recovery
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24/7/365 monitoring and proactive
problem resolution
Expert professional services to define
and manage an availability strategy
Certified best practices using
performance management tools
with predictive analytics

Maximum application uptime
and performance

Learn how Stratus can keep your critical
applications and services always on

About Stratus

For 30 years, organizations around the world — from
Global Fortune 500 companies to small and mediumsized businesses — have relied on Stratus to keep their
operations running around the clock. Get all the details at
www.stratus.com/transport. You’ll see how other transportation
and logistics companies ensure availability with Stratus
always-on solutions — and how you can, too.

Stratus Technologies is the leading provider of infrastructure
based solutions that keep applications running continuously in
today’s always-on world. Stratus enables rapid deployment of
always-on infrastructures, from enterprise servers to clouds,
without any changes to applications. Stratus’ flexible solutions
— software, platform and services — prevent downtime before
it occurs and ensure uninterrupted performance of essential
business operations.

Stratus’ Always-On Solutions Solve Our Customers’ Biggest Needs
Flexible

Easy

Our solutions support a range of
environments — physical, virtual
or cloud — in your transportation
network.

Our products are easy to deploy
and manage, and require no
modifications to your applications.

Trusted
SMBs and Global Fortune 500
companies alike rely on Stratus
to keep them up and running.
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